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Superfeet 3D Insoles Helping Pace Growth,
Partner With Footwear Brands
Superfeet hasactually grown its insole production and now uses 3D-printed personalized
insoles.
Superfeet

Walk into one of almost 300 specialized run merchants throughout the world and the Superfeet footprint
will live in more locations than on a rack. Superfeet, the leading trim-to-fit premium insole company in the
outside market, hasactually broadened its 3D-printed tailored ME3D orthotic insole item, utilizing footscanning inside specialized running shops to map feet and then 3D-print custom-made insoles.
The success hasactually captured on beyond Superfeet, with the business now making the procedure
readilyavailable to New Balance consumers as the brandname’s Stride 3D item in 98 New Balancebranded places. Superfeet justrecently included another contract, yet unannounced, with a leading boot
maker. It all includes up to a record year for the independently held business.
“We have this proprietary style and understand insoles truly well,” states Jonathan Koncz, Superfeet
director of operations. “They came to us, being the professionals in shape, and we produced items
utilizing our shape and innovation competence for them.”
In-store scanning and gait analysis equates to tailored 3D-printed insoles from Superfeet.
Superfeet

That innovation—working in combination with Volumental—has now grown to 283 areas throughout the
nation, retail areas where customers checkout their area running store to get their feet 3D scanned and
their gait evaluated on a pressure plate. From there, the ME3D procedure puts the individualized foot
information into an algorithm to produce a customized orthotic insole based on the specific’s arch height,
pressure points, foot size and more.
“What we are truly doing is attempting to develop an chance to link you to digital information and turn that
into a physical thing,” states Matt Gooch, Superfeet vice president of item development. “We are taking
the physical you and able to digitize things about you that enable us to produce a digitized variation of that
biometric information and take that information and turn it into item.”
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With thousands of capacity information points, Superfeet focused on what matters to producing a
personalized insole, taking the subjectivity out of picking an insole and creating one to the measurements
of your foot. By utilizing both a fixed 3D scan and a gait analysis, Superfeet can do more than simply
procedure the foot, however likewise track pressure points. From there, Superfeet shapes the insole.
A custom-printed insole from Superfeet.
Superfeet

“Any discussion with Superfeet begins with shape,” Gooch states. “If you ask what the core innovation is,
it constantly begins with shape and constantly ends with shape.” He states the business’s capability to
take a shape and make it functionally fit the bottom surfacearea of a client’s foot raises the tailored
procedure.
The ME3D item functions 5 various tightness zones tuned to your information, directional flex lines based
on your gait analysis and differing arch and heel shapes developed from your foot information. And the
procedure will make an insole personalized inadifferentway for your right foot and left foot giventhat they
are hardlyever inproportion.
With the information called in, the 3D printing takesplace at the Superfeet headoffice in Ferndale,
Washington, utilizing a polyamide-based item to print each insole at 350 degrees Fahrenheit. It takes
about 15 hours to print one insole, generally needing 4,620 layers. A hectic week sees Superfeet produce
350 customized items, which are then loaded and delivered back to the shop or straight to the customer.
Most consumers select returning to the shop so they can have staffmembers guarantee the insole shapes
to their shoes of option.
The endingup procedure for the personalized ME3D item from Superfeet.
Superfeet

While ME3D has existed because 2018, secret markers haveactually enabled the experience to grow the
item 219% year over year by the end of2021 It began with utilizing a coupleof pilot partners to fine-tune
the in-store experience. Then came collaborations, such as with Volumental on the innovation side and
Fleet Feet on the merchant side. With the additions of New Balance and others, anticipate the licensing
side to continue establishing. And anticipate to see a brand-new ME3D item getting included in 2022,
permitting Superfeet to reach an even higher audience now that the program has a strong structure.

The function of Superfeet
Superfeet, which began in 1977 as an arm of a regional podiatry workplace, hasactually utilized the
business’s extreme focus on shape to truly enhance uniqueness, whether inside Olympic snowboarding
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boots, NHL hockey skates, NFL cleats or runners the world over.
Gooch states the foot runs on a three-dimensional terrain, however the contemporary world is mainly hard
and flat. That worries the foot, so to provide the shape, Superfeet puts a focus on rear-foot assistance. As
gravity and body weight press down and you respond to the force, the insole assists develop the capability
for your foot to keep moving.
Superfeet now has insole items for practically any activity.
Superfeet

Superfeet, then, has lots of insole items, all tuned to particular shapes and requirements. Each item
comes with various versatility, assistance and density, utilizing products from polyamide to carbon fiber to
develop the difficult “cap” that supplies the assistance. The cap, which gets crafted in various shapes
based on requirement and can consistof whatever from ridges for light-weight height to gel for included
cushioning, integrates with a foam “top cover” for convenience. The variety is substantial. And growing.
The ME3D isn’t like any of the others in terms of shape—thanks to the modification—but utilizes a
comparable principle of utilizing a tough product to kind a shape under your foot paired with a foam.
“If you appearance at our items, we shot to produce truly particular experiences with overthecounter items
with specified density or specified responsiveness,” Gooch states. The ME3D item, then, raises the
uniqueness with the customization. “It is the most functionally particular Superfeet experience you can
have,” Gooch states, including that the ME3D item lives someplace in inbetween the off-the-shelf choice
and a doctor-prescribed orthotic. “What it actually comes down to,” he states, “is our capability to truly take
that Superfeet experience and evenmore customize and streamline the advantages.”

Superfeet development
Superfeet began with its Green insole. It is still the verypopular item in the line, both locally and globally,
with Gooch calling it an industry-defining item. But like all Superfeet items it offers a particular experience.
Green is rather company, significance it might not be the insole for everybody.
The Superfeet Adapt Run insole.
Superfeet

“What we endedupbeing extremely mindful of over the last 10 years or so is there are a lot of chances for
other individuals to be brought into our brandname that didn’t resonate with the firmness of those (early)
items,” he states, “but might still advantage from Superfeet shape.”
That’s why you now see such items as the Comfort Run, Trailblazer (for treking boots) and a host of
others utilizing various tuning. The Adapt household is the latest addition to Superfeet, introduced in late
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2021 with Adapt Run offering more flex than other Superfeet insoles. The shift from no insole to Adapt
Run is less intimidating than some others. “It is that immediate reset,” Gooch states about Adapt. “I
understand precisely what I’m going to feel. It customizes that fit.”
With more from the Adapt household coming, Superfeet is charging forward by looking to define shape
under your foot. That effort now consistsof an ever-growing line of off-the-shelf items and a far-flung
personalized 3D element.
Source: Superfeet 3D Insoles Helping Pace Growth, Partner With Footwear Brands.
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